Product Technical Data Sheet 012
N72838 Aluminium Swivel Bath Seat
Product Range
N/A

N/A

Product Description & Intended Purpose
This Swivel Bath Seat is designed to enable a user of limited
mobility to rotate, whilst seated, into the bath to allow seated
washing.
Product Features

Moulded polypropylene (PP) seat complete with drainage
holes.


Powder coated, rust resisting aluminium frame.



Adjustable frame to fit the most common bath tub sizes. (It
is not suitable for corner baths, baths which have uneven /
profiled top edges or some baths with deeply moulded side
panels.)

Technical Specification
Dimensions (mm):


Support Frame width 660-760



Seat Width: 460



Maximum User Weight: 160Kg (25st)

Installation Information (Note: for detailed information refer to User Instructions)

Slide the armrests into the locating tubes on the moulded seat.


Slide the mounting frame into the locating tubes on the moulded seat, choosing the correct width
to suit your bath.



Place the seat on the flat bath ledges, extend the frame by removing the ‘e-clips’, adjust to size and
replace ‘e-clips’.



Secure the frame using the clamps under the seat ensuring a secure, tight fit.

Safety Precautions


When placing on the bath ensure all four feet of the bath seat mounting frame are resting on the
edge of the bath by at least 50mm (2”).



Check the Hand wheel screws are contacting either side of the bath wall. Do not over tighten the
hand wheels as this could damage the bath.



Do not exceed the maximum user weight limit.



Always sit in the centre of the seat and never attempt to stand on the product.

PTDS012
N72838 Aluminium Swivel Bath Seat
Cleaning


Clean regularly, using a general purpose, neutral detergent and warm water.



Please check the suitability of the detergent prior to use. Do not use abrasive cleaners or cloths as
this will permanently damage the surface and invalidate any warranty.



To disinfect, wipe with a dilute bleach solution, and rinse thoroughly with fresh water.



Always allow the product to fully dry prior to stacking and storage.

Care & Maintenance


Inspect the product regularly for signs of wear or damage, pay particular attention to the swivel and
lock movement.



Check that all fixing clips and tubes are inserted correctly and there is no excessive movement.



Check for general wear or damage. Any damage should immediately be reported to the supplier
and the product taken out of service.

Accessories / Related Products
None

FAQ’s
xxx
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